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Sub: Competitive Written Examination for the trades 'Electrical' and 'Machinist' against different post
codes for the post of Technician-l (Gr. ll) under CSIR-CMERI Advertisement No. 02/2018 - req.

Furtherto this lnstitute notice of even number dated27.01.2022, this is for information of all concerned that

the Competitive Written Examination for the trades 'Electrical' and 'Machinist' against different post codes for the

recruitment of Technician-l (Gr. ll) under CSIR-CMERI Advertisement No. 0212018 has been scheduled as given

below:

VENUE & SCHEDULE OF THE
TRADE : ELECTRICAL AND MACHINIST

VENUE : CSIR - CMER! (CENTRAL MECHANICAL ENGINEERING RESEARCH INSTITUTE),
MAHATMA GANDHI AVENUE DURGAPUR WEST BENGAL _713209

DATE | 24th March, 2022 lThursday) REPORTING TIME : 09:00 AM

Further, following are hereby notified for general information of the concerned candidates:

1. The call letters have been dispatched to the shortlisted candidates for Competitive Written Examination to the

addresses registered in their Application Form, by Speed Post. The candidates who do not receive their call letter

may report to the Administrative Officer, CSIR-CMERI at 0B:30 AM on the scheduled day of Examination at the

examination venue at CSIR - CMERI (CENTRAL MECHANICAL ENGINEERING RESEARCH INSTITUTE),
MAHATMA GANDHI AVENUE, DURGAPUR , WEST BENGAL - 713209 with their original certificates and a
passport size photograph used in the application form for issue of duplicate call letters.

2. Candidates are advised to bring the original call letter with his/her photograph affixed thereon at the appropriate
place alongwith a currently valid photo identity proof in original and a self-attested photocopy of the same.
Candidates will have to hand over the call-letter alongwith a self-attested photocopy of the photo identity proof duly
stapled together to the invigilator/official. The lower portion of the admit card will be handed over to the candidates
after completion of the exam. This portion of the admit card is to be preserved by the candidates for future reference.

3. All candidates will be required to mandatorily undergo thermal scanning and sanitization. No candidates will be

allowed without mask at the entry point of the Exam Venue.

4. As a precaution for COVID-19, candidates must reach the examination centre within the scheduled reporting time
i.e. 09:00 AM beyond which he/she will not be allowed to enter the examination venue.

5. Candidates shall not be permitted to leave the Examination Room / Hall before the end of the examination.

6. lt may be mentioned here that there will be three papers in this Exam. (Paper-|, Paper-ll & Paper-lll). Paper-l is

qualifying in nature. Paper-ll & lll will be evaluated only for those candidates who secure the minimum threshold

marks (to be determined by the Selection Committee) in Paper-|. The final merit list will be prepared only on the

basis of the marks obtained by the candidates in Paper-ll & Paper-lll.

7. lt may be noted that for a particular trade a single call letter is being issued to the candidate who has applied for
multiple post codes. Further, such eligible candidates will have to appear for a single exam for all such post codes.

8. Candidates must write the details as required e.g. their Roll No., Trade Name, Post Code(s) etc. at the appropriate
place on the question paper & OMR Sheet.

g. Candidates may please note that issuance of the admit card or attending the Written Examination shall not confer
any right for appointment or constitute any offer of employment with CSIR-CMERl.
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10. lt may be noted that Biometric data i.e. thumb impression of the candidates will be captured & verified at the
examination venue before the examination. With regard to this, please note the following to ensure hassle-free
entry at the exam. venue:

(a) lf fingers are coated (stamped ink / mehndi / coloured etc.), ensure to thoroughly wash them so that coating is completely
removed before the exam day.

(b) lf fingers are dirty or dusty, ensure to wash them and dry them before the finger print (biometric) is captured.
(c) Ensure fingers of both hands are dry. lf fingers are moist, wipe each finger to dry them.
(d) Proper sanitization is required to be maintained before & after thumb impression.

11. Candidates will not be allowed to carry pen, pencil, eraser, books, notebooks, pagers, mobile phones or any other
electronic gadget etc. at the test venue. All belongings of the candidates will be kept outside the room/ lab/exam
hall. There would be no facility at the exam Center for safekeeping of Candidate's personal belongings outside the
Exam hall. This lnstitute would not be responsible for damage or loss (if any) of any items belongings to the
candidates.

12. Pen for writing and marking OMR sheet will be provided at the venue.

'13. Candidates are expected to maintain order at the venue of the examination. Any canvassing by or on behalf of the
candidates or to bring political or any other outside influence with regard to their selection/recruitment shall be
considered as DISQUALIFICATION. The candidates must behave properly before, during and after the examination
to maintain a conducive atmosphere at the examination centre. The candidates found guilty of misbehaviour or
using or attempting to use unfair means or any malpractice shall be liable for disqualification and suitable punitive
action as per rule.

14. Any request for change of date/ time/ centre/ venue will not be entertained.

15. Outstation candidates will be reimbursed to and fro single Sleeper Class Rail fare (by Mail or Express) from station
to station / actual fair paid whichever is less by the shortest direct route, from the place of his/her undertaking the
journey or from the present address given in the application, whichever is nearer, for attending the Written
Examination on production of proof of journey. Necessary Bank details i.e. fuc No., Name and address, IFSC Code
etc. along with photocopies of concerned tickets must be furnished for claiming the reimbursement at the time of
written examination as the amount will be transferred to the respective bank account electronically.

16. The scheduled examination, consisting of three papers, will be held in three different sessions on the day of the
examination, which may require them to stay inside the venue till late evening. Therefore, Candidates can make
their own arrangement for stay etc or may send their requirement of hostel accommodation on payment basis at
CSIR-CMERI at least 02 days' prior by requesting at recruit@cmeri.res.in, if required.

17. Candidatures of all the applicants are purely provisional. lt may be noted that the Screening process of the
applicants has been carried out on the basis of the information furnished in the Application Form and the documents
furnished by the candidates. At any stage during selection process or even after their joining to the post if it is
detected that he/she is not eligible for the post(s) for not possessing the required qualification, experience, being
over aged or not belonging to the category to which he/she claimed, his/her candidature will be summarily rejected
without assigning any reason and appropriate action may be taken in this regard.

18. The decision of the CSIR-CMERI/CSIR authorities in all matters relating to eligibility, acceptance or rejection of
applications, mode of selection, conduct of examination / test will be final and binding on the candidates.

Any change in Date, Venue & other guidelines owing to the prevailing situation of COVID-19 & others, if any,
will be notified accordingly in CSIR-CMERI website. Therefore, candidates are advised to regularly visit our official
website i.e. www.cmeri. res. in.
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